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Part 8 

Flying Geese Block 
(4) 6½” x 6½” 

 

 
 
MAKE (4) 6½” x 6½” FLYING GEESE BLOCKS 
Fabric requirements and cutting chart: 
 

Dark 
(1) 7¼” x 7¼” 

Medium 
(1) 7¼” x 7¼” 

Light 
(8) 3⅞” x 3⅞” 

 
NO WASTE FLYING GEESE METHOD 
1. Take two of the Light Fabric squares and place them right sides together with the larger 

Dark Fabric square (see diagram). They will overlap a little in the middle. Make sure that 
they are perfectly lined up on the corners. Use pins to secure the squares.  

2. Use a marker pen and draw a diagonal line across the backs of the Light Fabric squares. 
3. Stitch on both sides of the drawn line with a scant ¼” seam allowance. Set the stitching 

by pressing the sewn line and cut along the drawn line. 
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4. 4.Press the seams towards the Dark Fabric, to create (2) L-shaped units.  
5. 5.Take a Light Fabric square and place it right sides together on the Dark Fabric triangle 

of the L-shaped unit. Line up the corners and pin in position. 
6. 6.Draw a diagonal line across the small square. 

      
 
7. Repeat step 5 and 6 for the other unit. 
8. Stitch both sides of the diagonal line with a scant ¼” seam allowance.  
9. Press to set the stitching and cut along the drawn lines. 
10. Press the seams towards the Dark Fabric. Trim to 3½” x 6½”, removing dog ears and 

making sure there is ¼” between the point and edge of the flying geese block.  
11. Repeat steps 1 to 11 to make the Medium Fabric Flying Geese units with the remaining 

blocks. 
12. Combine the Dark and Medium Flying Geese units as in diagram and stitch together with 

¼” seam allowance. 
 

       
 
13. Press to set the stitching and press seams towards the Dark Fabric. 

14. Make sure blocks measure 6½” x 6½”. 

 
 
 
 

Happy Stitching! 
Please share your progress pics on the sew-cial networks tag @ghqg_south_africa and @compiodl 

Post with the hashtags #GHQGMysteryQuilt #thespiceroutequilt #thespicerouterecipes 
on Instagram and Facebook 

You are welcome to contact me if you have any questions: dlcompion@gmail.com 
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